Environment Department Can No Longer Require Financial Guarantee for Closure and Cleanup of WIPP

Environment Department Secretary Peter Maggiore announced today that he is withdrawing the WIPP permit condition under which the Department of Energy’s contractor, Westinghouse Electric Company Waste Isolation Division (Westinghouse), has posted 20 million dollars as part of the guarantee for cleanup at the WIPP site when it is closed. The legislation signed by the President on July 13, 2000, renders the permit conditions requiring financial assurance unenforceable. “Congress has enacted controlling legislation which states that a financial guarantee cannot be required of a federal contractor at WIPP. Therefore, earlier today I advised both the United States Department of Energy and Westinghouse that the permit condition requiring financial assurance in the WIPP permit is withdrawn and will not be enforced. The withdrawal of financial assurance provisions should once and for all remove any impediments to the State of New Mexico receiving the promised 20 million dollars in economic assistance, in the form of highway funds, that the Federal government has been withholding”, said Maggiore.
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